Nature Harmonisation Station 3.0
abbreviated: NHS 3.0
User manual
Setup:
The NHS 3.0 consists of the following components:
•

Nature harmonization station 3.0

•

Heart Spin

•

Energy bowl

•

Information foil

•

Short user manual

Here are the steps for setting up the Nature Harmonization Station
3.0:
Glue the information foil onto the thin pipe of the Station. Place the
bowl on a plain surface, pour water into the bowl 1 cm high. Then
place the station in this bowl filled with 1cm water. Make sure that the silver foil sticks out at the
top end. Place the heart spin on the top of the station. That´s it done. We advise
to set it up outdoors. Windows and walls weaken the rays, however it does work
inside.
Direction of Rays: The direction of the rays should always point directly to the
free sky. When the NHS is situtated on the balcony, make sure that it points
directly in the direction of the sky even if it must be tilted at a certain angle.
(Foto: Correct Wrong)

Grounding: Grounding the NHS is not necessary.
Water level: The water level must be at 1cm. When you are away for some time and the NHS is left
alone, you can fix a thin plastic foil around the station fastened by a rubber band.
Setup Stability: You can stabilise the NHS in placing some small
stones in the bowl. Now, the bowl can be placed in a bigger
container. Over the summertime, many users placed their NHS in
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a flower box to give extra stability and prevent it from falling. In windy spots and on elevated
balconies you can secure the heart spin with an extra cord.
Frost: The bowl should be replaced by a plastic container under frost conditions to prevent the
bowl from freezing and cracking. Please avoid high temperature differences in a short period of
time i.e. from -20 degrees Celsius outside to 25 degrees Celsius in you living room and vice versa.
The temperature changes lead to excessive wear of the glue connections. The glue, however, is
designed for temperatures between -40 degrees Celsius and +80 degrees Celsius which allows
setting it up in almost all climate regions in the world.
Natural beings: After the NHS setup we recommend to invite natural beings to work with the
station for the wellbeing of nature.
Efficiency radius: The efficiency radius of climate activity normally is at least 3 km or in many
cases a lot more than that.
Maintainance: Maintainance is not necessary, however we need to make sure that the water level
in the bowl stays at 1cm height.
Functional principle NHS 3.0: The Carbon fibers in the pipe are very fine hollow fibers. Their
function is similar to our hair. Like our hair it absorbs the subtle environmental energy (Ether,
Prana, Chie, Orgon, Od as we call it, too) and concentrating it in the NHS. Our hair feeds us with
subtle energy and the carbon fibers do the same within the NHS. An alchemic process within the
inner part of the NHS provides and concentrates this energy. This concentrated energy is then
released as a ray at both ends of the NHS.
The water in the bowl serves as reflector or mirror to the top. Hence a subtle torus is formed from
the end of the NHS to the side parts, which reabsorb the energy.
Using the NHS 3.0 to increase your body engergy:
What happens when you direct the NHS 3.0 to your body? The subtle ray of the NHS 3.0
penetrates the tissue, oscillates the organs and tissue and supports them with fine energy. Is is up to
you how much loading and oscillating of your body is applied. Please make sure you do not overuse
it. When you overuse the loading and oscillating process you
might feel uncomfortable. When this happens, we advise to
take a shower for as long as you need to feel comfortable
again.
Children: This appliance must be kept away from children. It
is no toy.
Tuning possibilities:
•

Heart spin:
Included in the standard product programme: structures and strengthens the ray, the torus is
broadened.
You can place a small cotton wool or cellulose plug in the pipe. On the plug you can
position a quartz with its peak facing up.
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•

•

Mirror outside the NHS:
If you place mirrors outside the bowl on the left and on the right side, you increase the
function of the NHS by letting the energy ocillating one more time. We reach higher
efficiency.
Active rain information foil:
This foil is part of the standard product programme.

•

Setup with stones
When you use stones ( Rosenquarz, Amethyst, Quartz and China-Jade = Serpentin) with the
NHS or charge them in a Orgon accumulator for some time and place them in the NHS 3.0,
the oscillation of the appliance rises enormously.

•

Magnetic ring around the NHS
When you apply a ferrit – magnetic ring around the NHS, its efficiency is raised a lot. I
point you that you should never use a Neodym magnet, but always ferrit magnets.

•

ROBA sphere
The ROBA sphere in the water or informed water with the ROBA sphere also implies an
increase in efficiency due to the structural change and the energetic properties of water.

Some users might wrap the NHS 3.0 in sheep fur and steel wool in order to strengthen it
functionally.
Support cloud formation: to support cloud formation you can add white sugar or beer, beer mixed
with lemonade or pure lemonade to the water in the bowl. In doing so clouds are formed
spontaneously.
Support rain formation: we can achieve greater effeciency
by using the sugar and beer as described above and
additionally directing the ray in the weather direction
according to your location, here in Germany with the angle of
about 30 degrees westwards. For this purpose you need to fix
the bowl and the NHS in the right angle.
Joint weather activities: In joint networking activities within
our telegram groups we sucessfully achieved a greater
amount of rain in the years between 2018 and 2020.
The groups are linked on the website / see footage.
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